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Let R be a ring, and 0: R -+ S, T: R -+ T ring homomor 
(8, T)-bimodule M, we form the matrix ring I$ y), and look at representa- 
tions of R, 
of the form r ++ 
where 6 is an appropriate map R -+ M. The necessary and sufficient condition 
for (1) to be a ring homomorphism is that 6 be a (a, T)-derivat 
the bimodule M. More generally (definitions and details in Secti 
consider such maps in the category of K-rings for a fixed ring 
condition is then that 6 be a derivation annihilating K. 
Suppose the given homomorphisms (T and 7 of K-rings have kernels Q and 6, 
respectively, and we wish to know how small the kernel c of the map (1) can be 
made by appropriate choices of M and 6: R -+ M. Clearly we always have 
ab _C c _C a n b. Now there exists an (8, T)-bi dule, which we shall cafi 
92 = l-WK’(S, T), with a universal derivation d: -+ Sz; and Lewin [8] pomts 
out that the desired minimal kernel c is the kernel of the map + (i 3 
Under certain hypotheses he proves that the lower bound c = ob is in fact 
achieved by this minimal kernel. 
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194 BERGMAN AND DICKS 
Our main Theorem will capture J2 in an exact sequence of (S, T)-bimodules: 
Tor,K(S, T)-+ Tor,s(S, T)+J2(R,K)(S, T)+ ToraK(S, T)+ ToroR(S, T)-+ 0. 
Applying this to the situation where S and T are the factor rings R/a and 
R/b, we shall find that the kernel c is the image in R, under the multiplication 
mapR@KR+R,ofa@RnR@b(wherebya@Rwemeantheimage 
in R OK R of a OK R; etc.). This image clearly contains ab, and we find 
that in this situation equality holds if and only if the change-of-rings map 
TorrK(S, T) + Tor,“(S, T) is zero. In particular, this is so when K is a field. 
These results generalize Lewin’s. (However [8] and [9] contain many applica- 
tions not described here.) 
This result applied to group algebras KG and universal enveloping 
algebras K[L] allows us to characterize the kernels of analogous matrix 
representations of groups G and Lie algebras L. Here again we are extending 
ideas of Lewin [8, 91 (and ultimately Magnus [lo], who first obtained a special 
case of these results for groups). But to make these applications we have to 
know the following: Suppose R = K[L], or KG, let A and B be ideals of the 
Lie algebra L, or normal subgroups of G, and let Q and b be the induced ideals 
of R. Then what is the kernel of the natural homomorphism of L or G into 
Rlab ? We answer these questions in Sections 7, 8. These sections are self- 
contained and might be of independent interest to students of group algebras 
and Lie algebras. In Section 9 we indicate a relation between universal 
derivations and the study of epimorphisms of associative rings. 
In this paper we use homology (Tor) to get information on universal 
derivations. In [20] and [21], conversely, universal derivations will be a key 
tool in the study of the homological properties of various constructions of 
rings. These papers will in particular answer several questions left open in [ 191. 
1. THE SETTING 
All rings and algebras (except for Lie algebras) will be associative with 1, 
and their homomorphisms (including the homomorphism implicit in the 
definition of a module) will be understood to respect 1. Maps will be written 
as superscripts to elements, and composed accordingly: aJg = (zf)“. 
We shall generally work in the category of K-rings, for some fixed ring K. 
This category has for objects the ring homomorphisms with domain K, and 
for morphisms the usual commuting triangles. For the remainder of Sections 
1-5, we fix K, and a K-ring, K 5 R. Generally, we shall simply speak of 
“the K-ring R,” etc. 
If S and T are K-rings and iVl an (S, T)-bimodule, let us form the ring 
(i T), whose elements are added and multiplied as matrices, and make it a 
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K-ring via the map K - S x T E (i ;). Then a homomorphism of K-rings, 
R + (i y) will have the form (g $), where o and 7 are K-ring homomorphisms 
R + S, T (equivalently, (a, 7) is a K-ring homomorphism R +- S x T) 
and 6, we easily verify, can be any map R + M satisfying: 
(x + y)” = x6 +- ys, 
(xy)S = x6y’ + xoy”, 
(KQ)~ = 0. 
Such a map S is called a (0, r)-derivation of R into M, over K. 
At times we shall assume K commutative, and want our K-rings to be 
algebras over K. In this case, for (” $! ) to be an algebra, the identity ax = xa 
(a E K) must be satisfied not only by S and T but also by M. We shall call 
such an M a K-centralizing (S, T)-bimodule, abbreviated (S, T)-bimodulex . 
Such bimodules can be identified with the right SOP OK T-modules. 
Any (S, T)-bimodule M contains a maximal (S, T)-bimoduleK, .%P), 
the centralizer of K in M; and has a universal K-centralizing factor-b-module 
M(,) . Let M and N be any (S, T)-b imodules; then we see that if M is 
K-centralizing, Hom(,,,)(M, N) = Hom(,,,)(M, NcK)), while if N is K- 
centralizing, Hom(,,,)(M, N) E Hom(,,,)(Mcx) ) N). The free (S, T)- 
bimodulex on one generator is S OK T, which is the universal K-centralizing 
image of the free (S, T)-bimodule on one generator, S @z T. ( 
arbitrary ring and S, T are K-rings rather than algebras, S OK T can be 
described as “the (S, T)-bimodule freely generated by one K-centralizing 
element, 1 @ 1”; but the whole bimodule will in general not be K-centralizing 
because S and Tare not.) 
The definitions of ring and module homomorphism and derivation remain 
unchanged in the K-central context. That is, K-algebras, (S, T)-bimodulesK ) 
etc. form full subcategories of K-rings, (S, T)-bimodules, etc. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIVERSAL DERIVATION 
Let (a, T): R 4 S x T be a homomorphism of K-rings. Then there wiif. 
exist by general considerations an (S, T)-bimodule QR,““(S, T) (written Q 
when there is no risk of confusion), and a (o., r)-derivation d: R -+ 52 over KY 
such that for any (S, T)-bimodule M, the map do-: Hom(,,,)(92, M) -+ 
Der(o,7)K(R, M) is a bijection (cf. [8], Lemma 3). We call d the universal 
(G> r)-derivation over K. By abstract nonsense, it is unique up to unique 
isomorphism. We note that given R, S and T, the map (“0 t): R -+ (i F) is 
initial among K-ring homomorphisms of the form (I). (If we fix S, T but 
let M and R vary over (S, T)-bimodules, and K-rings given with maps into 
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S x T, respectively, then the construction of 52 from R is the left adjoint to 
the construction of (i y) from M.) 
The following Theorem, known in the case S = T = R (cf. [3, p. 1321) 
gives a very useful description of the universal derivation. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a K-ring, and I = Ker(R OK R + R); and let 
(0,~): R -+ S x T be a homomorphism of K-rings. Then the map R -+ 
S@RI@R Tgivenby 
d(x) = 1 @ (x @ 1 - 1 @ X) @ 1 
is the universal (cr, r)-derivation over K. 
Proof. We first note that it will suffice to prove our result in the case 
S = T = R (a, T = ls), i.e., to show that QRsK)(R, R) = I, with universal 
derivation given by d(x) = x @ 1 - 1 @ X. The general case then falls out 
as a consequence of the behavior of universal derivations under change of S 
and T (cf. Lewin [8], Lemma 3 (iii)). Explicitly, if we assume the special case 
and then look at general S, T and M, we have 
Der(,,,)dR, M) z Der(l,,~,)dR m> E HommdI, M) 
cz Hom(m(S @RI @R T, M), 
where m denotes M made an (R, R)-bimodule by restriction of scalars. This 
gives the desired universal property for S OR I OR T. 
To prove the result with S = T = R, note that d is indeed a derivation; 
we want an inverse to the set-map do-: Horn& M) --+ Der(R, M). For any 
6 E Der(R, M), define 8 E Hom(1, M) by (C xi @ yi)” = C x,“y$ = -C xiyis. 
The last equality holds because the given tensor lies in I, and 6 is a derivation. 
Because of this equality, 8 is indeed a left as well as a right module homo- 
morphism ,and one easily computes that this gives the desired inverse map. 1 
Note that the universal-derivation definition of G(R*K)(S, T) corresponds 
to a presentation as an (S, T)-bimodule on generators coming from R, and 
relations coming from pairs of elements of R, hence (by linearity) as a cokernel: 
SOKROKROKT-tSOKROKTjO(R,K)(S,T),O. 
(Cf. [1, p. 4191 bottom.) 
The above Theorem shows that when S = T = R, then 9 can also be 
described as a kernel. The equivalence of these descriptions of Q is just the 
exactness at the second arrow of the unnormalized bar resolution of R 
([II, p. 2821): 
ROKROKROKR~ROKROKR~ROKR~R. 
The above proof amounts to an explicit (K, R) splitting, 
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Note that by the above Theorem, if K is commutative and 
K-algebras, then !2 will automatically be K-centraiizing. Briefly, the expiana- 
tion is that given an arbitrary (S, T)-bimodule M, any K-ring map (X f): 
+ (i ‘y) will have range in the centralizer of K, (i ‘y’“‘)~ The pleasant 
consequence is that we do not have to deal with distinct universal constructions 
for the K-centralizing and the general case! 
In the following case, studied by Lewin, one gets another description of Q. 
Suppose K is commutative and R = K( X, Y, Y-l> is a mixedfree K-algebra, 
i.e., an “algebra of polynomials in a family .% = X v Y of noncommuting 
indeterminates, and the inverses of a subfamily Y of these.” Let (Ok T): 
4 S x T be a homomorphism of K-algebras, and Man (S, T)-bimod~~e~ s 
Then we easily see from (1) that a ( 0, T)-derivation 6: R --f M over R is 
uniquely determined by its action on X v Y C R, which can be arbitrary. 
It follows that .CPJ)(S, T) is the free (S, T)-bimoduleIc on the basis(X v Y)” 
[S, Corollary 51. In the light of Theorem 1, this is equivalent to saying that 
for such R, I _C R OK R is free as an (R, R)-bimoduie,r on (z @ I - I @ z j 
XEXW Y). 
3. AX EXACT SEQCE~VCE 
Let R be a K-ring, and I defined as in Theorem I by the exact sequence 
O+I+R&R+R+ $9 
Let M be a right R-module and N a left R-module, and define 
LWK)(n& N) = M OR I OR Iv, 
thus formally extending the previous definition of .W+:“)(- , -). 
There is an exact sequence of natural transformations, 
which can be constructed as follows. 
First note that since R is projective as right -module, (2) remains exact 
under ‘censoring on the right with N: 
0 + I OR N - R OK N ---f N ---f 0. (4) 
The long exact sequence resulting from the appiicatioa of Tor”(A4, -) 
to (4) contains an exact sequence: 
481/36jz-3 
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which can be rewritten as 
ToriR(M, R OK N) -+ TorrR(M, N) + LWK)(M, N) 
---f TorsK(M, N) + TorsR(M, N) -+ 0. (6) 
To obtain information on the first term, apply TorK(-, N) and 
TorR(-, R OK iV) to an exact sequence of right R-modules 0 + U + P + 
M--f 0, with P projective, getting exact sequences: 
Torr”(M, N) + U OK N -+ P OK N, 
O+TorlR(M,R@KN)+ U@KN-+P@KN. 
which induce a surjection: 
TorrK(M, N) + TorrR(M, R OK N) + 0. (7) 
Now (6) and (7) combine to give the desired sequence (3), and it is easy 
to verify naturality, and check that the left-hand map is just change-of-rings. 
(Note that a sequence of the form (3) could also have been gotten by the 
left-right dual argument. It can in fact be shown that the natural transforma- 
tions involved are the same in both cases.) 
Taking for M and N a pair of R-rings, S and T, we get: 
THEOREM 2. Let R, S and T be K-rings and (cr, T): R -+ S x T a K-ring 
homomorphism. Denote the universal (o, r)-derivation over K by d: R -+ 12. 
Then there is an exact sequence of (S, T)-bimodules 
Tor,K(S, T)-% TorrR(S, T)-% Q -% TorsK(S, T) -2 TorsR(S, T)-+ 0. (8) 
Here 01 and E aye the change-of-rings maps, and y z‘s charactekzed by 
(xd>Y = P @ 1 - 1 @ x7 E: S OK T = TorsK(S, T). (9) 
To partially characterize /3, let a = Ker o, b = Ker r. Then the composition 
a n b ----f (a n b)/ab = TorrR(R/a, R/b) -+ TorrR(S, T) -‘+ $2 (10) 
equals dj anb. 
Proof. (8) is (3), with (S, T)-linearity following from naturality. (9) is 
clear from the characterization of d and Q in Theorem 1, and the construction 
of (5) from (2). To prove the final assertion about (lo), consider the map of 
exact sequences 
0 --> b + R-----+RIbBO 
.wXdOl 
i 
x-x@l~ 1 (11) 
0 ---+I@R T----+ R@,T------+T-0 (cf. (4)). 
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~~p~ly~ng TorR(R/a, -) to the top and TorR(S, -) to the bottom sequence, 
we get a morphism of long exact sequences which at the connecting mor 
between degrees 1 and 0 is 
TorIR(R,/n, R/b) = (a n b)iab --+ b ab 
1 
TorrR(S, T) a -+ .Qn. 
The right-hand map of (12), arising om the left-hand map of (II)? is 
induced by d, giving the desired result. 
We are indebted to 6. P. Hochschild for showing us how to use the long 
exact sequence of Tors to best advantage, and so simplify the above section. 
4. HOMOLOGICAL DIGRESSIONS 
(i) By applying Tor (R,K)(M, -) (relative Tor) to (4) we get an exact 
sequence 
which in the light of (3) shows that 
Tar (R,K) 
1 s Coker(TorrK + TorIR). w 
This fact does not seem to be in the literature. The dual result for relative Ext 
was observed by Barr (unpublished). 
(ii) Lewin has pointed out to us the following interesting observations, 
Let K be a field, R a K-algebra, S = T = R/a for some ideal a C R, and 
S = Sop OK S. Here (8) is 
0 + a/a2 + ,Q ---” S OK S -+ S + 0. Wb 
Under appropriate conditions, (14) will be a free resolution of S as a right 
S-module, and hence h.dim.2 S < 2. Indeed, the term S OK S is always 
S-free. is also if R is a free associative algebra, (or any un%rsal localization 
of such an algebra). The problem is to find those ~1 such that a/a” is free as 
S-module. One rich source of examples is two-sided ideals a = RrR of 
free associative algebras R, generated by appropriate elements r E R. The 
second author has conjectured that for such a, a/a” is free on the image 
of r if and only if End,(R/YR) = K, and proved this in certain cases 
(e.g., Y a monomial). If R is free, a = RrR and 3 has no zero-divisors 
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(e.g., when Y = Lie element f scalar; see [5, p. 5241) then being a cyclic 
submodule of a free S-module, a/a2 must be free. As an example, we have 
R = K(x, y), Y = xy - yx - 1; then S = R/RrR = A,(K), the first Weyl 
algebra over K, (Cf. [14]). 
5. APPLICATION: KERNELS OF UPPER TRIANGULAR 
MATRIX REPRESENTATIONS 
In the next Theorem, by a @ R _C R OK R, we shall mean the span in 
R OK R of {a @ Y j a E a, r E RI. This is a homomorphic image of a OK R 
but except under special conditions (e.g., K a field) it is not necessarily 
isomorphic thereto. The same comments apply to R @ b. 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a K-ring, a and b be two-sided ideals of R, and 
(a, T): R + R/a x R/b the obvious map. Let the universal (a, r)-derivation 
over K be d: R --f Q, and let c denote the kernel of the map 
0 = (; t): R-iRt ibj. 
Then c equals the image under the multiplication map R ox R -+ R, of 
a @ R n R @ b _C R OK R. In the inclusion c 3 ab, equality holds if and only 
if the change of rings map 
is zero. 
01: TorrK(R/a, R/b) +- TorrR(Rla, R/b) 
Proof. Clearly Ker 0 = (Ker u) n (Ker T) n (Ker d) = a n b n Ker d = 
Ker d ) a n 6. By Theorem 2, this map factors as (IO), which here simplifies 
to 
a n b ----f (a n b)/ab = TorrR(R/a, R/b) A .Q. (15) 
This map will have kernel ab if and only if /3 is injective, hence by exactness 
of (8), if and only if 01 = 0. 
To compute Ker p in general, let us use (6) rather than (8). It says this 
kernel will equal the image in TorrR(R/a, R/b) = (a n b)/ab of TorrR(R/a, 
R OK (R/b)), which is Ker(a OK (R/b) -+ R OK (R/b)). This kernel is 
clearly the image of a @ R n R @ b C R OK R, and we deduce that the 
kernel of the composite map (15) is the image of this same intersection in 
anbCR. m 
When K is a field, ToriK is identically zero, so c = ab, which is Lewin’s 
Theorem 2 of [8]. 
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The above Theorem determines the kernel of the map (E ,“) when 5 and T 
are maps of R onto factor rings. It does not hoid for general 0: and r with 
a = Ker U, b = Ker 7 because the map 
Q(R,fo(R/a, R/b) ---f Qn’R,K’(S, T) 
may not be injective. A counterexample is given in [8] following Theorem 3. 
But this injectivity can still be obtained under special hypotheses! kewin 
observes in [8], Theorem 3 that one such circumstance is when R is 2 mixed 
free K-algebra, so that both Q’s are free bimodulesk- , and K is a field. 
Alternatively, rather than assuming R good, we can get injectivity by 
assuming S and T are “good” as R-modules: 
COROLLARY 4. Let R be a K-ring, and 5: R--f s, r: R + T ring homo- 
rn~yp~i~rn~, such that R” is a direct summand in S as a right R-module, and RT 
a direct summand in T as a left R-module. Let d: R -+ 12cR~xJ(S, Tj be the 
universal (a, r)-derivation over K, and 6 = (“0 9). Then taking Q = I<er cr, 
b = Rer T, weget the same description of c = Ker 8 as ip? thep~eced~~g Theorem. 
Proof. Clearly, 12(R,K)(R/a, Rjb) = (R/a) OR I OR (R/b) will embed as 
a direct summand in .QR,IC)(S, T) = S OR I @Ii T (as abelian groups), 
hence the kernels of the maps of R into these bimodules will be the same. 
5. IUATRIX REPRESENTATIONS OF GROUPS AND LIE ~~LGEBRAS 
Let 6, and G, be groups, K a commutative ring, and M any (KG,, KG,)- 
bimoduleli-; i.e., a K-module with compatible actions of G, on the left and 
6, on the right. Then we can form the group of matrices (2 ,!?) with mufti- 
lication defined formally in the natural way. This may be looked at as a 
subgroup of the group of units of the K-algebra (“,“I $J. 
Suppose G is another group and (s, t): G + Gr x G2 a group homomor- 
phism. Then we can look for representations of G in this matrix group, 
of the form g M gs boa 
I 1 0 gt’ 
These will correspond to liftings as in (1) of the homomorphism of K- 
algebras, (a, 7): KG - KG, x KG, induced by s and t, In particular, given s 
and t, the universal M for representations (16) will be 12(KG~K)(KG1 ) KG,). 
If c denotes the kernel of the universal ring-map (“0 I), then the kernel of the 
universal group-map (i f) will be G CI (1 + c)> that is, {g E G I g - 1 E cl. 
Note that as a right module over (KGP = KGS, KG, will be free, on any 
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right transversal of Gs in G,; likewise KG, is left-free over KGt on any left 
transversal of Gt in G, . In particular, the hypothesis of the preceding 
Corollary is satisfied, so c is as in the conclusion of Theorem 3. Moreover, 
the group algebras R/a = KGB and R/b = KGt are free as K-modules, so 
their TorrK is zero. Hence 01 = 0, and we get: 
COROLLARY 5. Let (s, t): G -+ GI x G, be a group homomorphism, K a 
commutative ying, (a, 7): KG + KG, x KG, the induced homomorphism of 
K-algebras, and d: KG + D = SZKG,K)(KGI , KG,) the universal (0, r)- 
derivation over K. 
Denote by A, B <I G the kernels of s and t, and by a, b the kernels of cr and r, 
generated as ideals in KG by 1 - A = (1 - a / a E A} and 1 - B = 
(1 - b [ b E Bj, respectively. 
Then the kernel of the representation 
is precisely G r‘l (1 + ab), that is (g E G 1 g - 1 E ab in KG}. 1 
In the next section, we shall show how to calculate this subgroup 
G n (1 + ab) in terms of the normal subgroups A and B, and the base-ring K. 
Very similar considerations apply to Lie algebras. If L is a Lie algebra 
over a field K, let K[L] denote the universal enveloping algebra of L. Given 
Lie algebras L, and L, , and a (K[LJ, K[L,])-bimoduleKM (often simply 
called an (L, , La)-bimodule), (“,1 2) will be a Lie subalgebra of (“co”,] $J. 
Given a Lie homomorphism (s, t): L + L, x L, we consider liftings to 
homomorphisms of the form 
(17) 
These again correspond to liftings of the induced K-algebra homomorphism 
(a, T): K[L] + K[L,] x K[L,], and the universal such lifting will come from 
the universal ((T, r)-derivation d: K[L] + Q = .SZ(KILI,K)(KILL,], K[L,]). 
For the analog of the transversal argument, let X be a K-basis for the image 
Ls _C L, , and extend this to a basis X u Y ofL, (X n Y = ,@). Order X u Y 
so that all elements of X are greater than all elements of Y. By the Poincari- 
Birkhoff-Witt Theorem, K[L,] has for K-basis the set X u Y of all ascending 
monomials in X u Y, while K[LS] has for basis the set X of all ascending 
monomials in X, and hence can be identified with the subalgebra K[L]o C 
K[LJ. Now by our choice of ordering on X u Y, we see that X u Y = 
P . X as a set of formal products. So the set Y of ascending monomials in 
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I( is a free basis for K[&] as a right KILIU-module; and in particular, K[B;ju 
is a right direct summand therein. Likewise, K[E]7 is a left direct summand 
in K[LJ. 
Let A and B denote the kernels of s: L + L, and t: L -+ La; and o, b the 
ideals of K[L] which they generate, the kerne!s of o and T. We can now 
conclude as before from Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 that the kernel of the 
universal Lie representation L of the form (17) is L n ati. Bst Lewi.n 
[9, Theorem 4] shows that this intersection is precisely [A n B, A n 
we shail give a new proof of that result in Section 8 below. We thus 
have: 
COROLLARY 6. Let (s, t): L -+ L, x L, be a homomorphism oj Lie algebras 
ovey a field K, Zet (0, T): K[L] ---f K[LJ x K[Lz] be the induced komomoy~~ism 
of associative K-algebras, and d: K(L] --f .Q = B(“[L~JC)(K[L,j, K[L,]) the 
universal (a, r)-derivation ovey K. 
Denote by A, B 4 L the kernels of s and t, and by Q, ?O the kernels of a and 7, 
generated as ideals of K[L] by A and 23, respectively. 
Then the kernel of the representation 
isL n ab, which by [9, Theorem61 or Theorem 17 below is [A n B, A R B] Q E, 
7. PRODUCTS OF INDUCED AUGMENTATION IDEALS II--G Gxoup ALGEBRAS 
The methods of this section were inspired by those of R. Sandling [15]. 
Let G be a group, K a commutative ring, and KG the group algebra of 
over K. If X is any subset of KG, KX will denote the K-linear span of X, 
while 1 - X will denote {l - x 1 x E X>. Thus, if A is a normal subgroup 
of G, the kernel of the homomorphism KG+ K(G/A) will be the ideal 
KG(1 - A) C KG. (We shall in fact work with normal subgroups A and 
below, but the proofs hold word-for-word if the normality assumption on 
is dropped-or, with the obvious modifications, if the normality assumption 
on A is dropped, but not both. If B is an arbitrary subgroup of G, then 
G/B is a left G-set, K(G/B) is a left G-module, and KG(1 - B) = 
Ker(KG ---f K(G/B)) is a left ideal of KG.) 
Let A and B be two normal subgroups of 6, and write a, b for the ideals 
KG(1 - A) and KG(1 - B). We seek a description of the multiplicative 
kernel of the map G + KG/a6 (= G n (I + ab) = the inverse image in G of 
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[l] E KG/&b. If b is not normal, this may be interpreted as the isotropy 
subgroup of [l] in the left G-set KG/ah.) Clearly this is a subgroup of A n B. 
We shall find that it can be computed in terms of A A B and K, without 
reference to the overgroups G, A and B. Our first Lemma reduces us to 
looking in the subgroup AB of G. 
LEMMA 7. ab n KAB = K(1 - A) AB(1 - B) = K(l - A)( 1 - B). 
Proof. Write G = CAB, where G is a transversal to AB, containing 1. 
Then we see, 
ab = KG(1 - A) . KG(l - B), 
= KG(1 - A)(1 - B) (because A is normal), 
= KeAB( 1 - A)(1 - B). 
This is clearly a direct sum &,cgKAB(l - A)(1 - B) as a right KAB- 
module. Its intersection with KAB will be precisely the summand coming 
from 1 E G: 
ab n KAB = KAB( I - A)(1 - B), 
= K(I - A) AB(1 - B). 
Now K(l - A) is an ideal of KA (the augmentation ideal), so K(l - A)A = 
K(l - A). Similarly KB(1 - B) = K(l - B). So the above product 
simplifies to K(1 - A)(1 - B). 1 
The next Lemma reduces us, as claimed, to a calculation in K(A n B). 
LEMMA 8. Let C = A n B. Then ab n KC = K(l - C)2. 
Proof. We know by the preceding Lemma that the intersection lies in 
X(1 - A)(1 - B). W e s a construct a (K-linear) retraction of KAB onto h 11 
KC, which will carry K(1 - A)( 1 - B) into K(l - C)z. It follows that 
ab n KC _C K(1 - C)2, and the reverse inclusion is clear. 
To get the retraction, write A = AC, B = C& where m, 2 are transversals 
to C in A and B respectively, containing 1. Note that any element of AB may 
be written uniquely as acb, where a E 2, c E C, b E B. The K-linear map 
KAB -+ KC taking each such element acb E AB to c is clearly a retraction, 
and applied to an element of (1 - A)(1 - B), say (1 - ac)(l - c’b) 
(ac E A = A”C, c’b E B = C@ it gives (1 - c)(l - c’) E K( 1 - C)2, as 
desired. b 
Now for any group C, let C<“> denote the intersection of the kernels of all 
homomorphisms of C into the additive groups of K-modules; equivalently, 
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the kernel of the un&~saZ homomorphism of C into the additive group of a 
M-module, the composition 
c + cab -+ Cab & K. IW 
Here Cab is the abelianization C/C’ of C. In particular, Cta> = C’, the 
commutator subgroup, and for all K, C (IO 3 C’. (Further easily described _
cases: ifM is a nonzero Q-algebra, C/C cK> is the universal torsion-free-abelian 
homomorphic image of C. If Ker(Z -+ K) = rZ f , then UK) = C@Jrz) = 
subgroup of C generated by commutators and rth powers, by the next 
Lemma and Sandling [22, Corollary 2.41 with IZ = 2. See the same paper for 
further results.) 
23MMA 9. Let c be a group and K a commutative r&g. IFhen 
Ker(C +- KC/K(l - Cjz) = CcK). 
Boof. The computations involved are simple, but let us motivate them: 
Another way to construct the universal homomorphism (18) of C into a 
K-module is to first take the universal set-map of C into a K-module, which 
will clearly be KC, then divide out by relations making the map a homo- 
morphism into the additive structure. We may, however, refine the first step 
by using the universal map which takes 1 E G to 0; this can be identified with 
cwc-1: C+K(l -C)LKC. 
The K-linear relators we must now divide out by are the elements 
(cc’ - 1) - (c - 1) - (c’ - 1), which reduce to (c - l)(c’ - 1) (6, c’ E C)* 
So the kernel CcK) of this universal additive map is (c E C / G - I E K(1 - C)2), 
which is the kernel of the multiplicative homomorphism C + &ZC/rC( 1 - C)a, 
as claimed. 
Putting the last two Lemmas together we get: 
THEOREM 10. Let K be a commutative ring, G a group, and A and B normak 
subgroups. Let a and b denote the ideals RG(I - .A) and KG(I - B) of the 
group algebra KG, the kernels of the maps into K(G/A) and K(G/B). Then tke 
kernel of the map G ---f KGlab-wh.ich by Corollary 5 is also the kernel of the 
universal upper triangular matrix representation based on any pair of grozcp 
hornomo~~~~srns with kernels A and B-is (A n B)cK>. 
Remarks. The special case of this result where K = 2 (so that Ug) = C’), 
= G (so that b is the augmentation ideal of ZG) and G is free (so that Q is 
realized as a free (bi)module) was proved in its ideals-in-group-rings form 
by Schumann [16], and in its matrix-representation form by Magnus [IO]. 
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In general, one does not know much about the kernel of a map G -+ 
KG/a, ‘.. a,, where the ai are ideals KG(l - &) induced by normal 
subgroups Ai 4 G, when n > 2. Note, however, that the proof of Lemma 7 
extends easily to: 
LEMMA 11. Let A, ,..., A, be normal subgroups of G, let ai = KG( 1 - AJ, 
andletA=A,...A,.Thena, ... a, n KA = KA(1 - A,) ... (1 - A,) = 
K(l - A,) ... (1 - A,). fl 
And the proof of Lemma 9 allows the insertion of additional “small” 
subgroups: 
LEMMA 12. Let A and B be normal subgroups of G, and let C, ,..., C, 
(n 3 0) be normal subgroups of G which are contained in C = A n B. Let a, 
b etc. denote the corresponding ideals of KG. Then 
ac, ... c,b n KC = K(1 - C)(l - C,) ... (1 - C,)(l - C). 1 
So, for instance, the kernel of the map G--j KG/K( I- A)( 1 -A f~ B)“( 1 - B) 
is the same as the kernel of G + KG/K(I - A n B)n+2, a dimension 
subgroup of A n B with respect to K. 
(Lemma 12 can be further generalized by replacing the product cr ... c, 
by any two-sided ideal of KG generated by elements of KC.) 
8. THE CORRESPONDING RESULTS FOR LIE ALGEBRAS, 
AND SOME FURTHER QUESTIONS 
The arguments of the preceding sections have parallels for the case of Lie 
algebras and their universal (associative) enveloping algebras. These give 
an alternative proof of [9, Theorem 41 quoted above; and the intermediate 
Lemmas 14 and 15 will give information not provided by the proof in [9]. 
Throughout this section, K will be a field, and L a Lie algebra over K. 
By the PoincarbBirkhoff-Witt Theorem we may identity L with its image 
in its universal enveloping algebra K[L] ; and if L’ is any Lie subalgebra of L, 
we see by the same theorem that we may identify K[L’] with a subalgebra of 
W4 3 
If X and Y are K-subspaces of a K-algebra R, XY will denote the K-linear 
spanof{xyjxEX,yEY}. 
The next lemma makes some observations whose analogs were obvious 
in the group case, and which remain easy to verify here. (This lemma remains 
true without the assumption that K be a field, if for A _C K[L] we understand 
“the image of A in K[L],” etc. This is not true of most of the subsequent 
results.) 
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LEMMA 13. If A is an ideal of L, and L’ a Lie subaEgebra ojL, thea?, ir, K[L] 
we have 
L’A C AL’ + A and AL’ c L’A $ A; 
hence K[L’]A = AK/&‘]; 
hence K[L’] K[A] = K[A] K[L’] = K[L’ -1 A]. 
In particular, putting L’ = L in the middle formula, ZIJUR see 
K[L]A = AK[L] = K[L] AK[L] = Ker(K[L] --f K[k/A]). 
Now for the analog of Lemma 7. (Just as there B did not really need to 
be normal, so here B could really be Lie subalgebra ofk.) 
LEMMA 14. Let A and B be ideals qfL. Then 
K[L] AB n K[A + B] = K(A + B] AB = K[A] ABK[B]. 
Proof. Let P be an ordered K-vector-space basis for A + B CL, an 
an ordered basis P v Q of L, so that p > 4 for all p E P, CJ E Q. 
denote the sets of all ascending monomials (including the empty 
word 1) in P and Q respectively. It is easily seen that K[L] = @aea gK[A f B] 
as a right K[A + B]-module. (Cf. argument preceding Corollary 6.) Hence 
K[L] AB = @ gK[A + B] AB. 
ii 
Intersecting with K[A + B], we are reduced to the CJ = 1 summ 
get the first desired equation. The second follows from Lemma 13. 
LEMMA 15. Let A and B be ideals of L, and C = A n B. Then 
K[L] AB n K[C] = K[C] CC. 
Proof. Let W be an ordered K-basis for C, and W w U, W U Y, K-bases 
of A and B ordered so that u < w < v (U E U, v E V, w E W). 
priate applications of the PoincarCBirkhoff-Witt Theorem give us 
K[A] = @ uK[C], K[Bl = @ KICk, K[A + Bj = @ uK[C]v. 
8 P D, v 
Let?: K[A] + K[C], q: K[B] ---t K[C], and r: K[A + 
the projections of these direct sums onto the u = 1, the o = i and the u = 
TJ = 1 components. Then p is a homomorphism of right K[C]-modules, 
4 of left K[C]-modules, and Y of K-vector-spaces; and for any a E K[A], 
b E K[B] we see that r(ab) = p(a) q(b). 
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Note that p(K[A]A) = K[C]C and q(BK[B]) = CK[C]. Indeed, this 
simply says that p and 4 preserve the property of having zero constant term. 
Multiplying these equations together we get 
r(K[A] ABK[B]) = K[C] CCK[C] = K[C] cc. 
Since Y is a retraction onto K[C], we conclude that (K[A] ABK[B]) n K[C] = 
K[C] CC. Combining with the preceding lemma we get the desired 
formula. 1 
LEMMA 16. [C, C] = C n K[C] CC. 
Proof. This is true for any Lie algebra C over any commutative ring K, 
in the form [C, C] = Ker(C -+ K[C]/K[C] CC). “_C” is clear. For the 
converse, let M be the K-module C/[C, C], and make K @ M a K-algebra 
with zero-multiplication in M. The kernel of K[C] + K 0 M contains CC 
and meets C in [C, C], giving “1.” 1 
As in the preceding section, we deduce: 
THEOREM 17 ([9, Theorem 41). Let L be a Lie algebra oner a field K, and 
A, B Lie ideals qf L. Then L n K[L] AB = [A n B, A n B]. 1 
The exact analogs of Corollaries 11 and 12 and the remarks following them 
can be made in this Lie context; we leave details to the reader. 
Suppose A, , A, and A, are three Lie ideals of L, and we wish to describe 
Ln UW&%A,j (19) 
by a formula which does not take us outside of L. Again, we do not know an 
answer, but the problem may be easier than in the group case. (Note that the 
analog of the dimension subgroup problem has a simple answer for Lie 
algebras: L n K[L]Lh = the n-fold Lie product [L, [L, [...I]]. S. Moran, 
unpublished; not difficult to prove.) 
The natural candidate for (18), the largest ideal of L that “obviously” 
must lie in that intersection, is 
[A, n 4, [A, n 4, A, n 4 n VA, n 4, A, n 411, 
so the question is whether this is always the whole intersection (18). 
Some parts of the method we have used go over easily. We can reduce as 
in Lemma 14 to the case L = A, + A, + A, . And if we put 
C = A, n A, n A,, or even, (20) 
C = [A, n A, , A, n A,] n [A, n A, , A, n A31 n [A, n A,, A, n A31 
n CL, [L, 41, (21) 
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then the intersection (19) lies in C, hence equals 
c n K[L] AIA,A, ) 
and the problem is reduced ( ?) to determining this intersection. 
An obstruction to the investigation of the present problem by the method 
of Lemma 15 is that the lattice of ideals of L (equivalently: of K-subspaces 
of L) generated by A, , A, and A, will not in general be distributive, which 
prevents us from getting a nicely partitioned basis ofL, to which to apply the 
irkhoE-Witt Theorem. 
It might be worth examining the weaker question of whether the inter- 
section (19) is equal to 
L n A,A,A, C K[L]. (23) 
One can consider many variants to the problem discussed above; e.g., that 
of characterizing 
L I-I K[L](A,A,A, + A,A,A1). w 
9. ~)ERIvATIoNS AND EPIM~RPHISW 
Recall that an arrow f: A 4 B in any category is called an e~~~~~~~s~ 
if for any object C and any two maps g, g’: B = C, we have 
fg = fg’ * g = g’. WI 
In categories of algebras (in the general sense) these include the surjective 
homomorphisms, but may or may not constitute a larger ciass. In particular, 
they are just the surjections in the categories of sets and groups, but in the 
category of associative rings they include localization maps of various sorts; 
cf. [61, [71, [171. 
The concept of universal derivation allows a pleasant reformulation, 
(b) below, of a known criterion (c) for a ring homomorphism to be an epi- 
morphism and of its proof. 
THEOREM 18 (cf. [7], [17]). Let p: K+ II be any homomorphism of 
associative rings. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) p is alz epimorpizism. (Also stated: R is an epic K-Gag.) 
(b) The z&versa1 bimodule 12 = Q (R*K)(R, R) is zero. ~~~a~vale~tly, the 
universal K-deerivation d: R + Q is zero.) 
(c) In the abeliun group R OK R one has x @ 1 = 1 @ x for all x E I’?. 
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(Equivalently,, any of the three obvious maps R 3 R OK R -+ R is an isomor- 
phism of abelian groups.) 
(d) In the coproduct of K-rings, R J& R, the two images of any x E R are 
equal. (Equivalently, any of the three obvious maps R =f R UK R + R is an 
isomorphism of yings.) 
Proof. (d) is equivalent to (a) by general nonsense. 
(b) is equivalent to (c) by Theorem 1, with S = R = T. So it will suffice 
to show (a) + (b). 
To see (a) * (b), apply the definition of p’s being an epimorphism to the 
two mapsg = (01~ fJ,g’ = (3 y,): R +Z (,” g). 
‘1’0 get (b) * (a), consider two maps u f T: R =~f S such that po = pr; 
i.e., which induce the same structure of K-ring on S. It is easy to check that 
u - T: R + S is a (a, T)-derivation (also a (T, a)-derivation) over K; in other 
words, a (lR , I,)-derivation over K from R into S made an (R, R)-bimodule 
via (a, G-). Now if (b) the universal derivation d: R -+ Q is zero, then the 
derivation cr - Q- will also be, establishing (a). 1 
Even when a map p: K -+ R is not an epimorphism, one may examine the 
ring of elements Y E R such that 
pa = fn- 3 P = Y7. (26) 
which Isbell [6] has named the dominion of p, 
COROLLARY 19. (to the proof of Theorem 18). If p: K + R is a homo- 
morphism of associative rings, then the dominion of p in R can be described as the 
kernel of the universal derivation d of (b), OY as the dz#eyence kernel of either 
of thepairs of maps in (c), (d) of the above Theorem. 1 
We see no corresponding natural interpretation of the kernel of the universal 
derivation R -+ .CPK)(S, T) for general S and T. 
Epimorphisms and dominions of rings are studied in [6], [7], [12], [17], [18]; 
epimorphisms and dominions of Lie algebras and of finite-dimensional Lie 
algebras are investigated in [2], [13]. 
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